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The adequate consumption of opioids in developing countries is still a significant challenge as it can bring about the reflection on the
issues involving the correct treatment of acute and chronic pain. The literature is classic in reporting that physicians find it difficult to
prescribe opioids, and the patient to accept therapy, for fear of adverse effects or addiction. On the other hand, opioids, a gold standard
in the treatment of cancer pain and other types of moderate or severe pain, have insufficient availability and access to the patient, either
because of the cost or the health surveillance public policy. The poor education on the subject of pain in undergraduate and postgraduate courses in medical schools, the restrictive government policies for the purchase and distribution of opioids, the need for registration to acquire specific prescriptions, fear of addiction, and the use of opioids for illicit purposes, as well as cultural attitudes towards
pain contribute to what the scientific community calls opiophobia1-5. This refers to the opioid crisis that developed countries face6.
Paradoxically, this crisis deals precisely with the consequences of prolonged and indiscriminate use of opioids in developed countries,
since there has been an increase in the number of reports of death and addiction related to these drugs. In Latin America, however,
the incidence of abuse is around 1%7. In fact, in our region, cocaine and marijuana are the substances that lead to problems of abuse.
In this way, we are facing a new paradigm, where the look and the critical reading of the opiophobia must be differentiated and related
to the global geographic and economic context. It suffices to say that the daily average dose of opioids consumption for statistical
purposes is 150 (S-DDD). This dose is below the recommended by the literature, reflecting how much we have to improve to achieve
optimal pain treatment8. Also, the global consumption of opioids is higher in developed countries, and 75% of the world population
in underdeveloped or developing countries do not receive any painkillers proportionally to the intensity of pain9. Therefore, the Latin
American Federation of Associations for the Study of Pain (FEDELAT), in its current management, gathered in São Paulo opinion
leaders and representatives from several Latin American countries to publish a position on the measures necessary to reverse this situation
and the impact of opiophobia in developing countries. This paper10 to be published in the Pain Reports (already accepted for publication
and in press) addresses the necessary measures to correct this problem, which include: 1) continuous education - promoting the training
of professionals on the safe use of opioids, based on protocols and scientific evidence. The training can be with meetings with experts and
educational materials on the institutional web platforms; 2) public policies -creating awareness among the leaders about the need to develop specific programs for the treatment of pain and national scientific recommendations for the use of opioids, facilitating the access and
the prescription of these drugs correctly; 3) creation of an electronic prescription – allowing the registration of the opioid prescription,
the patient’s disease, the dose, the duration of the prescription, the pharmacy that provided the medicine and the monitoring of risks; 4)
statistics -promoting the registration of hospital and outpatient use and distribution of opioids; 5) multidisciplinary care - encouraging
the creation of clinics involving other health professionals who ensure the assessment, diagnosis, treatment and the appropriate follow-up
of cancer or non-cancer patients; 6) jointly work of organizations - involving national and international institutions to promote joint
actions that include continuous education, publication of recommendations and incentives to clinical and experimental research around
the theme of opioids; 7) conflict of interest – avoiding the undue influence of entities that have profit in the engagement and bid of
opioids to establish the most ethic relationship possible with the prescribers.
Therefore, we can conclude that we must contribute unconditionally for the legitimation of the proper treatment of pain in Brazil
and the correct prescription of opioids, monitoring and treating the adverse effects, stratifying the risks and fighting the opiophobia,
offering, with sympathy, the relief of pain to the suffering patient.
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